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Abstract- Mobile agents ( MA ) are autonomous software entities 

that are able to migrate across heterogeneous network execution 

environments. Mobility and autonomy compensate the 

deficiencies of distributed technology pretty well. But the security 

issues with mobile agents have not been solved and are becoming 

obstacles for the application of mobile agents. Homomorphic 

encryption is a technique in which the encrypted mobile codes 

can be executed directly on different platforms without 

decryption. This paper presents a protection scheme of mobile 

agent (AMHCFES) in network management application, which 

combining protect method of homomorphic encryption and 

composite function technology. The correctness and security 

proof of AMHCFES protection scheme are given in this paper, 

and malicious hosts can be avoided effectively using this scheme 

Keywords- mobile agent; homomorphic encryption; composite 

functio; active protection 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The original idea of moving cryptography comes from 
calculating encrypted mobile agents directly, but as the 
homomorphic encryption scheme which supporting the idea of 
moving cryptography can’t be found, so moving cryptography 
can’t be used in practice.[1-5] This paper gives a practical 
scheme to realize the ideas of moving cryptography. This is a 
compound method, organized by composite function and 
homomorphic encryption scheme. Both codes and data can be 
encrypted using this method, and the encrypted program can be 
executed directly without decryption. This method is an 
extension of moving cryptography put forward by Sander and 
Tschudin, which preserve many advantages and get rid of 
many drawbacks of original cryptography[6-9]. 

II. THEORY RELATED  

The scheme put forward in this paper is based on theory of 
three address code, homomorphic encryption scheme (HES) 
and  composite function(FnC). 

2.1 Three Address Code  

Most original programs will be translated into executing 
objective codes using compiler. There are several phases 
before creating objective codes.  Explicit middle forms will be 
created after grammatical analysis and semantic analysis, three 
address codes is one of the middle forms[10]. Three address 

codes are description of a series of strings, e.g. x:=y op z  here, 
x, y, z are  names of constants or variables, op is a random 
operator. Usually, three addresses will be included in three 
address codes, two for operands, one for result. So, original 
expression may changed into following expressions: 

t1 : = y * z 

t2 : = x + t1 

t1 and t2  are temporary variables created by compiler. 

2.2  Addition-multiplication homomorphic(AMH) 

Addition –multiplication homomorphic is a subset of secret 
homomorphic. It is defined by Sander and Tschudin as 
following forms: Suppose R and S make a ring, then there is a 

encryption function E : R → S . 

(a) Addition homomorphic means there is a valid algorithm 
PLUS to calculate E(x+y)  according to  E(x) and E(y), but 
don’t need to know the concrete size of x and y. 

(b) Multiplication homomorphic means there is a valid 
algorithm MULT to calculate E(xy)  according to E(x) and 
E(y), but don’t need to know the concrete size of x and y. 

Addition homomorphic and multiplication homomorphic 
keep back addition and multiplication separately[11-15], both 
secrecy homomorphic and addition-multiplication 
homomorphic may guarantee the security of arithmetic 
operation on encrypted data, and needn’t to decrypt the data.  

2.3  Composite Function 

Composite function is defined as follows: it is consisted of 

output of h(x) and input of g(x), and shown as  f(x) = g ．h  or  

f(x) = g(h(x))  in math,  h(x) is the hidden original function. 
The agent host which owns function must choose a conversion 
matrix g(x) to create a composite function f(x). Compare f(x) 
with encrypted function h(x), f(x) is a different function. So, 
security and integrity of data get guarantee[16-18]. Because the 
result of composite function f(x) is encrypted, malicious host 
don’t know the result of function. The owner of function(that is 
the owner of mobile agent) gets the encrypted result through 
function g(x). Figure 1 is as follows. 
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Fig.1 Composite Function 

Alice is the owner of agent and have function h(x), she 
wants to calculate the input x of Bob, but she won’t want 
expose herself function, so she choose a function g(x), and 
create a function f(x), then send it to Bob. Bob calculates result 
through f(x) function using his input x, and send result to Alice. 
Bob can’t calculate function h(x), because what he can see is 
just f(x). Only Alice can get the real result of h(x), through 
adding f(x) into inverse function, that is h(x) = g

-1
(f(x)). 

III. ADDITION MULTIPLICATION HOMOMORPHIC AND 

COMPOSITE FUNCTION ENCRYPTION SCHEME(AMHCFES) 

 
First, data and state information of three address codes will 

be encrypted in this scheme, then three address codes operating 
code will be encrypted through composite function. Concrete 
operation steps are as follows: 

Three address codes operands will be encrypted using 
addition-multiplication homomorphic encryption scheme. 

Take away the operands dependance problem aroused by 
addition-multiplication homomorphic encryption scheme(take 
away encrypted data by addition-multiplication homomorphic) 

Three address codes operating code statements will be 
encrypted using composite function technology. 

Solve the operating code dependance problem aroused by 
composite function technology. 

At first, original three address codes will be got from 
compiler in this scheme, and sensitive data and state 
information of mobile agents will be encrypted using AMH, 
then three address codes operating code will be encrypted 
using composite function technology after first encryption. 
Double encryption problems of operands and operating code 
will encounter during the first and second encryption, that will 
arouse the incorrect encryption of mobile agent. So  
AMHCFES will find all operands and operating code 
statements which have been double encrypted, and take away 
such statements. Double encryption problems will be solved to 
every encryption process. Encrypted three address codes will 
be created in AMHCFES, this codes execute the same task as 
original three address codes and get the same effect. But 
encrypted three address codes are hard for malicious host to 

read and modify mobile agents’ code, data and state 
information. 

3.1 AMHCFES Idea 

The process description of encryption and decryption is 
given in Fig.2 . When encrypting, AMH is used to encrypt data, 

a simple function, that is 1)( 3  xxg
 is used to encrypt 

operating codes. Then the encrypted mobile agent is sent to 
other hosts in network directly and results are returned to the 
original host. When decrypting, the reverse function 

31 1)(  xxg
 is used first, then AMH scheme is used to get 

the real return results. 

 

 

3.2 AMHCFES Algorithm  

A great number n is used in the algorithm, which makes n=p

×q , p and q are prime numbers in this expression. Set 

}{ pxxZ
p

 as original plaintext information set, and 

set }{ nxxZ
n

 as ciphertext information set, 

}{
pp

ZaaQ   is the clue set of encryption. 

Addition and Multiplication operating type are defined on Zp.  

The encryption and decryption algorithms are as follows: 

(1) Encryption algorithm: To given p
Zx

 
choosing a 

random a in Qp , and  making x = a mod p. Encrypted result is 
calculated as  y = Ep(x) = a mod n.(This is also can be done by 
choosing a random r and creating a expression a = x +rp.) 

(2) Decryption algorithm: To given np ZxEy  )(
, using 

cryptographic key p to recover original value  x = Dp(y) = y 
mod p. 
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A plain information x can be encrypted into more kinds of 

ciphertext in this cryptosystem. So, although )()( 21 xExE   

but D(E1(x)) = D(E2(x)). 

3.2.1 The Correctness Proof of Algorithm 

Here, theorem 3.1 is given to show the correctness of 
algorithm, and the proof process will be given. 

Theorem 3.1: To all p
Zx

, existing Dp (Ep(x)) = x. 

Proof:  let )(xEy p  and random a is used to encrypt 

information, exists 

a mod n = y                                                             (3.1) 

Then divide n by  p, equality (3.1) meaning 

y mod p = (a mod n) mod p = x                             (3.2) 

Done. 

 

The proof of Algorithm AMHCFES’s addition and 
multiplication properties which based on mod n is as follows: 

Theorem 3.2: To all s and t in Zp , existing D(E(s)t) = 
D(E(st)). 

Proof: Let’s calculate E(s) t and E(s t) first. 

(1) E(s) t : In order to encrypt s, let’s choose a value 1a
, 

make s = 1a mod p, that is obtain the expression 
spka  11 , 

as 
nay mod11  ,so 121 ynka  ,and then get the 

expression 1121 ynkspk 
.Thus, 1y

 is obtained. 

spqkksnkpky  )( 21211
                        (3.3) 

As 
tytsEysE

11
)(,)( 

, get  

tspqtktkty  )( 211  

Obtaining the equality through decryption: 

stptytyDtsED  mod)())(( 11             (3.4) 

(2) E(st):  In order to encrypt st, let’s choose a value 2a
, 

make st = 2a
mod p, that is 

stpka  32 , so st is encrypted 

as 
nay mod22  , that is 242 ynka 

 , Obtaining 2y  

through calculation: stpqkky  )( 432  

Obtaining equality through decryption: 

stpyyDstED  mod)())(( 22             (3.5) 

(3) D(E(s)t) = D(E(t)) ：   Obtaining the results from  

equality (4) and (5)： 

     stpypty  modmod 21  

Which means, existing  D(E(s)t) = D(E(t))   based on mod p. 
Done. 

3.2.2  Examples of Algorithm AMHCFES 

Any input random t can be encrypted automatically using 
this algorithm[19]. The auto encryption property of algorithm 
AMHCFES is shown by following example. 

E.g. supposing  p=101, q=71, then n = pq =7171. For the 
same reason, supposing host of mobile agent provides E(1) 
=203. Malicious host hope the input vnumber 8  encrypted, 
then letthe encrypted number 8 multiply E(1), and obtain 
ciphertext,that is E(8) =1624. In order to test the equality, 
choosing A=15966, then 15966 mod 7171 = 1624. 

Attention：As AQn..={ A∣(A 


 Zn ) ( A  n )} , 

then 1624 mod 101 = 8. 

3.3  Verification of AMHCFES  Security 

This scheme is decrypted by calculating x = y mod p, and 
the security of this algorithm may be tested by arguments on 
safety[20-21]. 

Ciphertext Attack: as y∈ Zq , if cryptanalysts want to find 

number A∈ Qn , they don’t need to get p, but they need p to 

calculate a mod p = x. So, it is difficult for cryptanalysts to find 
p in module n, the same as factoring to n, if they know cipher 
only. So it is hard to find initial values only knowing cipher. 

Plaintext Attack: if cryptanalysts know a pair of plaintext-

cipher(x, y), then they create a data set of t,  that is Ai∈ Qn, i 

= 1,…,t, so Ai = y mod n. To every i, there is Ai = x mod p, so 

p∣(Ai – x), p = gcdti=1(Ai – x). But it is hard to let such thing 

happens. 

Integrity Attack: Since module p is needed by all to execute 
decryption, any open data  such as x < p can be used to decrypt 
data. So malicious host may choose a value to replace any 
encrypted data[22-24]. But such choice is blind as module p 
isn’t known. It is hard to find initial values.  

IV. CONCLUSION  

This scheme provides a new method to encrypt information 
without any secret key. MA encrypted by AMHCFES can 
execute tasks on other hosts of network without decryption. It 
is effective to defend attacks of malicious hosts. 

4.1 Shortcoming  

There are some restrictions and assumptions in this scheme, 
which restrict application scope of the scheme.  

Assumption 1: This scheme is used for Integer since AMH 
is based on loop theory. 

Assumption 2: Control structure of MA codes can not be 
encrypted by composite function, because such operators are 
included in control structure, e.g. logical expression with other 
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type operators in if statements, other operators here are: logical 
operator, Boolean operator, assignment operator, etc. 

4.2  Improvement 

Further study is needed to improve scheme, the work will 
be done in future is as follows: 

Data set handled in this scheme is integer because of loop 
theory assumption. In order to further expand application scope 
of MA protection, researching how to expand data set to other 
data types is the study focus afterwards.  

In MA encryption algorithm, type of function call are 
limited to some basic input output statements, so valid calling 
method of user defined function and system function will be 
studied. 
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